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The Challenge

The Dayan Centre Archive at Tel Aviv University is home 
to one of the largest and most comprehensive
collections of recent Arabic newspapers in the world. 

The collection, which was initiated soon after the 
establishment of the state of Israel in 1948, includes 
newsprint from most countries in the Middle East, 
diligently collected from various military and civil 
sources.

The collections amounts today to over 23 million pages
and continues to grow daily, physically and 
electronically.
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Older collections at Givat Havivah
Peace Archive 

There are nearly 200,000 pages of Palestinian 
newspapers starting from the 1920s including many 
orphan titles.

Owners of this heritage, including Palestinian refugees in 
Palestine and abroad are often not aware of this 
collection and cannot easily access this national 
heritage.

The newspapers are getting old and damaged and will 
simply not last.

Examples from Givat Haviva where the collection was saved from 
destruction by Samira Mahamid and David Amitai, now trying to preserve 

and digitise it.
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The Dilemma:
• The archives view themselves as the guardians of world 

heritage collections. This is seen as a responsibility and 
a mission.

• TAU and GH have the will to share this collection with 
the world and hopefully manage to raise the funds for it.

However:
• Digitising such volumes is an expensive undertaking.
• Donors insist on online sharing and proved sustainability.
• Fear of breaking copyright laws in Israel and the 

neighbouring countries.
• Not being able to involve publishers from Arab countries 

that have no official relationship with Israel.

Solutions examined:
• Examine the new library and archive exception 

(2007)
• Begin the project with local material where 

publishers may be approached and involved in 
the project.

• Start digitising the older material and examine 
the status of the ‘orphan titles’.

• Use a pilot case-study of one journal.
• Establish an advising committee including 

publishers, archivists and legal experts.
• International consultation
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Appendix: Extract from Israel copyright act 2007


